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polly is a female lego island pedestrian. in the first game, she appears to have trouble with her
speech, though in the second she manages to converse normally. she also plays the saxophone. in
the second game, she gets agitated by the pizzeria and is also fond of the beach. she is also the only
female in the group of pedestrians. her name, like red greenbase's, is a pun on the term "pollywog"
(a derogatory term for a "dull, un-hip, new jersey-type person"). her hair is pink, and she is known for
her "polly-wog" hairstyle. snap is a lego island pedestrian. in the first game, he appears to be the
heir to a ball-point pen fortune. snap spends his time at the park, with rhoda and red greenbase. he
can also be seen riding a bicycle and with his dog "george". his name is a pun on the "snap" sound.
in lego island 2, he is a chef and he has a danish accent. in the second game, he is a gangster and
has an italian accent. rhoda is a lego island pedestrian. in the first game, she is traveling on her own
and appears to be an airhead. she spends her time at the beach with snap and red greenbase. she is
known for her purple hair and purple top. she is most likely named after rhoda moore, from monty
python's flying circus. in lego island 2, she has a danish accent and is a jazz singer. bumpy
kindergreen is a lego island pedestrian. in the first game, he is seen living a carefree life. he has a
german accent and speaks in broken english. he is also a famous lego island character, as he is the
brother of the pirate click. in lego island 2, he is a famous "legend". he gets into the craziest
situations, and provides the player with helpful tips and suggestions. he spends his time building,
riding bikes and dancing. in the third game, he is the owner of a hypermarket and has an italian
accent.
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